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11 people have recommended Marz (via

)

"Marz has such a great persona and design sense that she was often turned to as a freelancer of choice. Whether it was for a
small or large project, Marz was always up to task, delivering on the project and creating a quality end result. Her technical
capabilities and animation skills accentuated any designs she worked on. On top of all that, Marz is a great fit in to any environment with her personality and is a pleasure to work with."
— Dana Deskiewicz, Creative Director, Deep Focus, managed Marz indirectly at freelance
"Marz has that fresh and insightful grasp on all things creative/design/ interactive. Schematic really helped to push her talents
into a great designer. Marz did top notch work for me during early concept prototype stage, allowing us to really understand and
develop the intricacies of a particular striking motion design approach."
— Dan Sellars, Creative Director, Schematic, managed Marz at freelance
"Marz is an insightful and witty co-worker--she was a fast learner, especially with advanced creative work involving Adobe
Flash."
— Robert Reinhardt, VP, Multimedia Platforms Group, Schematic, worked with Marz at freelance
"Marz is a skilled developer and a talented designer, which is the perfect mix to ensure reliability to a lone-gun gig or clarity to a
team project."
— Ben Gorton, Senior Software Developer, Schematic, worked directly with Marz at schematic.com
"Marz's work is great. Her end product and designs were fluid and definitely on target. More importantly from my standpoint as
an Account Services person, her work was always to spec and never late. Being talented and responsible are great traits for an
artist/designer."
— Duke Nguyen, Account Supervisor, Deep Focus, worked directly with Marz at freelance
"I found Marz to be a talented and responsive designer, and wish I'd had the opportunity to work with her longer. Her interest in
user experience as a discipline that could inform and enhance her design and Flash work made her an asset to my group, and her
easygoing personality made her a pleasure to work with."
— Jane Wells, Director, User Experience Strategy, Schematic, managed Marz indirectly at freelance
"Marz is a motivated, reliable and gifted flash, web, & motion designer. She is fueled by collaboration and works very well with
teams across all disciplines. I would happily work with Marz again, and recommend her work to others without reservation."
— Hank Blumenthal, Program Manager, Emerging Media, Schematic, managed Marz at freelance
"Marz is a talented and hard working developer, who brings a broad set of skills to any project. Her dedication is an example to
the rest of the team. I'd work with her any day."
— David Chan, software developer, Schematic, worked with Marz at freelance
"Marz produces absolutely top-notch work. She is creative and productive in every way. I would not hesitate to recommend her to
any position for which she is qualified and look forward to doing business with her in the future!"
— Patrick McCulley, was Marz's client
"Marz is excellent and has been requested back by several of our clients."
— Allison DiSiena, was Marz's client
"Marz's creativity is blended with a genuine caring for the client and project. She takes pride and care in all of her work. Should
you have the opportunity to hire her for design, she will set realistic goals and exceed expectations. She is a hard working
dedicated focused individual would welcomes a technical challenge."
— G.J. dePillis, Technical Consultant, Biotech & Technolgoy Companies, worked with Marz at freelance
Contact Marz on LinkedIn

